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INTRODUCTION
Welkom to the most unique cycling event in the U.S., the 

Belgian Waffle Ride, affectionately known as the BWR. This 

is the first edition of the Kansas race and we could not be 

more excited about the 111.11-mile Waffle course that Joe 

Schmalz and our team have laid out. The 111.11-km Wafer 

promises much of the same pedaling perversity, and the 

Wanna is a perfect Belgian snack at 36.2-miles (which adds 

up to 11). This event in Lawrence is our most ‘gravelicious’ of 

all the BWRs with 86% of this diabolical detour into sinuous 

and undulating gravel, trails, grass, mud, dirt and a couple 

places with asphalt. (The Wafer is 96% gravel/rocks/dirt/

mud). The only thing that could make us more excited is a 

forecast of rain, but there’s time.

The only Euro-style Spring Classics on American soil, 

this BWR in Kansas is being hosted by Sunflower Outdoor 

and Bike Shop. Sunflower has been a staunch partner 

of cycling events, teams, and promoters throughout its 

nearly 50-year history. The shop has provided sponsorship 

for local teams and riders in every discipline, supported 
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events from the local to national level, and teamed up with 

NICA and the Steve Tilford Foundation to launch NICA’s 

inaugural season in Kansas in 2021. An industry leader 

and perennial “Best Bike Shop in the USA,” Sunflower 

is the perfect host of the most unique cycling event in 

America’s unfurling of the Belgian flag in the Mid-West.

Equally exciting for us is the partnership with have 

with the bike-minded folks at Free State Brewing Co, 

especially Chuck Magerl, who not only founded the 

brewery on a passion for beer, but his background in 

biology, engineering and history is the foundation of the 

brewery, and he remains an avid student of all things beer 

(and bikes). Free State has created the Grand Cru of beers, 

the Badass Ale, as a Belgian Quadrupel to commemorate 

the BWR KS being the the fourth and final stop of the 

Quadrupel Crown of Gravel. Don’t let the smooth, malty 

taste fool you. It packs an 11.7 ABV, the likes of which all 

finishers will get to revel in, however delirious they might 

be before or after imbibing.

For those that have had the privilege of racing or riding 

in Belgium, you know its a flat country, like Holland, with 

the occasional berg to break things up, but these climbs, 
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often on cobble stones, are typically around 1-km in length. 

When you look at the spring classic profiles their routes 

have myriad little bumps but no actual sustained climbs. 

And while everyone thinks of Kansas as this perpetually flat 

state, many of them will think “we’re not in Kansas anymore,” 

when confronted with the rolling bergs of north-east 

Kansas, where Lawrence is. Of all the BWR courses, this 

one’s elevation profile most resembles what riders would 

get in Belgium. Ok, back to Kansas, Lawrence not only is an 

important city for cycling in Kansas, it is also for the country.

Kansas has a rich cycling history and is the home state 

of many notable riders, including Scott Moninger, the 

winningest racer in American cycling history. And then 

there is Steve Tilford, who was the first US MTB National 

Champion, a two-time US Cyclocross National Champ, 

and a 7-time US National Team member in road and 

cyclocross. Perhaps more impressively, Steve captured 

the UCI World Mountain Bike Championships Master title, 

in Mont. Ste. Anne, Quebec, in 1998, becoming the first 

American to do so. He repeated that feat, winning the 

2000 UCI World Mountain Bike Championships Master in 
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Bromont, Canada, by 5 minutes over second place. This 

BWR is being held in honor of Steve and is raising money 

for the Steve Tilford Foundation, which is a natural for 

us, since Our Monuments of Cycling team were all lucky 

enough to ridden and raced with Steve over the years, and 

we are lucky enough to have called him friend.

Kansas has hosted several US National Championships 

in cyclocross and road racing, and is considered the 

birthplace of gravel, with the iconic Unbound Gravel event 

since 2006 and the more recent Grinder Nationals. In fact, 

Sunflower’s own President, Dan Hughes, is a four-time 

winner of that event. From the sweeping winds of the Flint 

Hills to the challenging local relief of the glaciated northeast 

hills, and from the urban trails of its eastern cities to the 

lakeside trails of the west, Kansas offers challenging and 

scenic routes and races for riders of all ages and levels. 

Lawrence has welcomed many cyclocross, MTB, and 

road racing events and is home to the infamous grass 

track velodrome, which served as the launching pad for 

individual pursuit world record holder and USA track team 

member Ashton Lambie. In 2005-2007, the University 
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of Kansas was host to the US Collegiate Road Racing 

Championships, held on and around the KU campus and 

environs. The US National Cyclocross Championships 

were held in the Lawrence area in 2000 and again in 2007-

2008. Lawrence has been home to numerous professional 

riders and cycling organizations, including the Kansas 

Cycling Association and the Steve Tilford Foundation. 

Notable courses in the area include the Tour of Lawrence, 

whose road race features 5000 feet of climbing in 50 

miles; the Perry Lake Road Race, which was the National 

Collegiate Championship event in 2005-2007; and the 

Downtown Lawrence Criterium, whose figure-8 course 

is one of the fastest and most wide-open races in the 

nation. Area trails include the paved 23-mile Lawrence 

Loop, the challenging Clinton Lake North Shore MTB 

Trails, the Perry Lake MTB Trails, and the fast and fun 

Lawrence River Trails just blocks from Lawrence historic 

downtown. To be sure, we’ve tried to weave in most all of 

these glorious Lawrence features into the Steve Tilford 

inspired 111.11-mile Waffle and 111.11-km Wafer courses.
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WHY THE OBSESSION 
WITH THE NUMBER 11 
FOR THIS EVENT? 
 

This race is in honor of Steve Tilford, one of the greatest 

American cyclists of all time, who had an obsession with 

the number 11. At 111.11-miles for the Waffle and 111.11-km 

for the Wafer, these race distances were created just for 

Steve and we know he is looking upon us all with a smirk 

the likes of which only he could emote. He knows this 

course is going to destroy people, make them want to cry 

and otherwise force people to do things they would never 

do; like dismount, walk their bike or simply quit… just the 

way he likes it.

 

Here’s one blog Steve wrote about 1111. 

http://stevetilford.com/2010/08/11/keys-1111/

http://stevetilford.com/2010/08/11/keys-1111/ 
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THE
WAFFLE 
RACE

The 2021 editions of the BWR have drawn way more world-class cy-

clists from around the globe than ever before… many coming to take on 

defending champions, Peter Stetina and Sarah Sturm, and many more 

just to partake of the unique challenge of the day. Riders coming to win 

will have their work cut out for them, as this first year the pro field is deep, 

even this late in the season. The Waffle men and women fields will each 

have their own wave followed by the Wafer and Wanna riders.

The KS race has a start list of fervent racers from cyclocross, road and 

mountain biking, which could be related to the BWR’s stature as a Monu-

ment of Gravel in the now crowded event space of Gravel Racing, which 

wasn’t a thing when the BWR took riders into the dirt on their road bikes 

all those years ago. It’s important to note, the BWR was never set up to 

be a grinder event; it’s supposed to be a road race punctuated by severe 

terrain, but it just so happens all the roads around Lawrence offer us end-

less gravel roads for this course. No matter, the BWR has become known 

as much for its difficulty — all the glorious trappings of the Belgian Spring 

Classics — as it has for the celebratory atmosphere that pervades its ev-

ery funky facet.

Finishing the BWR redefines a rider’s previous personal limitations. 

For those unprepared, who show up to play checkers instead of chess, 

the race can be brutal. For everyone who rides, the experience carves a 

deep memory of magical moments of humanity between strangers and 

friends along the way, as overcoming the challenges of the event con-

nects people for (s)mile after (s)mile.

As mentioned earlier, the BWR KS will have a deep field of professional 

riders and an expansive list of hungry amateur riders drawn to the unique 

opportunity to race alongside their heroes.

Prior to the event, there will be a special BWR VIP event at Sunflower 

Outdoor and Bike on Friday, October 29th from 6 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. At the 

VIP event, the course will be revealed in detail, there will special race-re-

lated presentations riders won’t want to miss, the pros will be inter-

viewed, and cyclists of all stripes will be able to rub shoulders with all the 
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celebrities on hand for the epic weekend. Directly after the VIP fun, the 
Partij van Halloween Concert will happen with headliner, Michael Fran-

ti, which will for sure be a big bash. Not to fret, there is still Saturday to 

sober up and head on over to the BWR Expo, which will take place at and 

around Sunflower Outdoor and Bike Shop. 

Festivities kick-off Saturday at 8:00 a.m., October 30th, with the Eliel 

Breakfast Burrito Ride (BBR), raising money for the Pablove Foundation. 

It’s all open to the public. The route will cover just over 20-miles, including 

the final fun feature of all three events the next day. It’ll be good opportu-

nity for ‘reconning’ the course ending, giving to a great cause and enjoying 

the art of two-wheels with friends of all stripes.

The Expo opens just after the BBR at 10:00 a.m. and will run all the 

way until 6:00 p.m. Attendees can peruse a wide range of offerings from 

event sponsors and over 35 vendors, test ride a bike and people watch in 

Belgian bliss.

After the race on Sunday, Waffleurs will get to enjoy the Midwestern 

hospitality as cyclists from all over will get to bask in the glory of finishing 

this part of the country’s most unique cycling event, lapping up the liba-

tions, especially the Belgian ales, from Free State Brewing, and riders will 

get $20 worth of BWR currency to use at any of the wonderful dining es-

tablishments that surround the finish line and Expo, including The Burger 

Stand at The Casbah, Merchants Pub & Plate, Taco Zone, Alchemy Bake 

House, Jefferson’s and Zen Zero.
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111.11-miles / 179-Kilometers
~6,350 feet of climbing
86% Off-road/gravel,  rocks, sand, grass and mud
9 definitive climbs with never ending undulations
Steepest grade of 18%
21 definitive sectors / 95-miles worth of off-road/gravel
1  Cyclocross sector of 6.5-miles
3 KOM Sectors
3 KOS Sectors
3 KOD Sectors
5 Feed Zones
Numerous Water Crossings

THE MOST UNIQUE CYCLING E VENT IN THE COUNTRY

BELGIAN WAFFLE RIDE
KANSAS 2021

86%
OFF-ROAD

14%
PAVED

https://ridewithgps.com/routes/37776601

https://ridewithgps.com/routes/37776601
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THE MOST UNIQUE CYCLING E VENT IN THE COUNTRY

BELGIAN WAFER RIDE
KANSAS 2021

69-miles / 111-Kilometers

~3,600 feet of climbing

95% Off-road/gravel,  rocks, sand, grass and mud

4 definitive climbs with never ending undulations

Steepest grade of 14%

3 road sectors / 5.7-miles worth / 63-miles of off-road/gravel

1  Cyclocross sector of 6.5-miles

3 Feed Zones

Numerous Water Crossings

95%
OFF-ROAD

5%
PAVED

https://ridewithgps.com/routes/37776774

https://ridewithgps.com/routes/37776774
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THE MOST UNIQUE CYCLING E VENT IN THE COUNTRY

BELGIAN WANNA RIDE
KANSAS 2021
36-miles / 60-Kilometers
~1.500 feet of climbing
90% Off-road/gravel,  rocks, sand, grass and mud
1 categorized climb with never ending undulations
Steepest grade of 10%
2 off-road sectors / 4-miles worth / 32-miles of off-road/gravel
1 Cyclocross sector of 2.5-miles
1 Feed Zone
Numerous Water Crossings

90%
OFF-ROAD

10%
PAVED

https://ridewithgps.com/routes/37776791

https://ridewithgps.com/routes/37776791
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WHAT
MAKES
THE
BWR
SPECIAL

?

If you want to get technical, it’s the only race of its kind that covers 

as much distance of combined road, gravel and off-road sectors through 

beautiful scenery and terribly challenging terrain. It’s also the largest 

event of its kind by a country mile. The BWR is the premier and hardest 

race, too, and the most unique one-day cycling event in the country, be-

cause everyone says it is. But, this KS version has 111.11-miles of suffering 

over sinuous, bone grinding roads, sandy trails and single-tracks fraught 

with rocks, punchy climbs, mud, snakes, water crossings, choking dust, 

in head-swelling heat (or cold) fought against the wind (always a head-

wind) make it very hard.

And yet, we like to think it’s special because the BWR can be a meta-

phor for something much bigger…

The literal BWR starts out as a celebration (with waffles) and the prom-

ise of greatness to follow (riding bikes is great), which includes Belgian 

ale at the end. But the journey really begins the day one registers to take 

it on. Once committed, there is indeed greatness and excitement, but 

there are also ups and downs with pandemics, injuries, life challenges, 

mechanicals and whatnot. Things we sometimes don’t wager on. While 

there may be a plan for training, and there certainly is a course to navi-

gate, there is no proverbial road map on how to survive when things go 

sideways. The BWR offers an extreme event for the best among us, but 

also a simple, back-to-the-basics challenge that makes it irresistible to 

some… though frightening to onlookers. Still, others find some deeper 

meaning attached to the journey. It’s transcendent.

And then, there is the finish. The elation. The joy. The reconnecting 

with loved ones in downtown Lawrence, and the celebration of the BWR 

experience… memories that sustain. 

The metaphor can take on the parallels of our life experiences. If we 

heed the lessons that our training imparts, we stand to gain many advan-

tages for life in general. There are a number of edifying and entertain-

ing nuggets that can be gleaned from this pursuit. The reality is the road 

is going to go up and down and things can get a bit dirty along the way, 
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literally and metaphorically. Our work to get ready for such a challenge 

carries with it a parallel to our life. No matter who we are, we’re all con-

fronted with trails and stipulations, trials and tribulations, the joys and 

heartbreaks, setbacks and setups – all in the span of 6- or 15-hours, or 

something in between. Sectors in the BWR can serve as a reminder that 

some things aren’t as bad as we thought, and others are unexpectedly 

hard; like life.

Like a test, a presentation, a graduation, a ceremony, the BWR is just 

a punctuating moment on the calendar, an affirmation of where we are 

right at that instant. It’s a reflection of our current standing and stability 

in our growth as athletes, as humans.

The BWR suggests a lot about our character, but does not represent 

it completely. It does, however, provide us a North Star to orient our day-

to-day lives around. It’s pursuit, always lingering in the back of our minds, 

offers an opportunity for getting in touch with our higher selves (or our in-

ner chipmunk). The testing of limits we approach along the journey open 

us up to personal growth, the transcendence of doubt and ascendance to 

something which at times appears out of reach, much like the Audobon 

Kakaboulet or Slengenwinkel Doolhof. In this regard, the training is as im-

portant to our existence as it is to surviving or thriving in the BWR.

The finish line can bring all sorts of surprises. For many, there is the 

elation of making it back all on their own. Others find extra joy in racing 

the whole thing, never flatting and finishing higher up the standings than 

they thought possible. Still, others finish with the same sense of peace 

and joy they started with. No matter, all rouleurs roll home with a great 

thirst for the BWR BADASS Ale only finishers get to imbibe (or keep as a 

trophy or both).

Finally, whether it is out training or being immersed in the Slengenwinkel 

Doolhof’s nasty teeth, there is inherent happiness that occurs when we’re 

in the state of flow—when no other thoughts enter our mind other than the 

task at hand (which requires all of our critical thinking). Taking in all of the 

incredible moments of the event, just as we should in life, can be liberating. 

Listening to all the wonderful tales that manifest by way of the BWR, 

it becomes obvious that there is an internal peace to be found within the 

arc of the event, from registration to the finish line libations and sensa-

tions. The actuation of our inner spirit animal is what can make this thing 

so damn rad… there’s a majesty to reaching, aspiring and growing that is 

hard to achieve without a prism through which (like the BWR) it can be 

brought to life. We’d like the BWR to always be more than a day’s journey 

through the Hell of the MId-West and, instead, resemble the apprentice-

ship of self-awareness, where the awareness gives way to more aware-

ness, and more BWR BADASS Ale.

The BWR, it’s a virtuous cycle and (bicycle) celebration; a metaphor for life.

https://www.strava.com/routes/2883094980875335062
https://www.strava.com/routes/2883094980875335062
https://www.strava.com/routes/2883107515376370070
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THE 
WAFFLE 
WEEKEND
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CURRENT SCHEDULE OF EVENTS:

Friday, OCTOBER 29th
6:00–8:00 pm   VIP Dinner / Tilford Foundation Fundraiser   

   @ Sunflower Outdoor and Bike

8:00 pm  Partij van Halloween   

   w/musical guest Michael Franti   

   @ Free State Stage, 8th & Massachusetts

Saturday, OCTOBER 30th
7:00–9:00 am  Expo vendor load in @8th & Massachusetts

8:00 am  Eliel & Pablove Breakfast Burrito Ride  

   Open to all!

10:00–6:00 pm  BWR Expo @ 8th & Massachusetts

Noon–6:00 pm   Beer garden @ 8th & Massachusetts

10:00–6:00 pm  Race registration and packet pick up   

   @ Sunflower Outdoor & Bike

3:00 pm  Rider Briefing @ Free State Stage

Sunday, OCTOBER 31st
6:00 am   Venue opens  

   Coffee & waffle gorging commences

7:30 am   Waffle Men start

7:40 am   Waffle Women start

7:50 am   Wafer and Wanna ride start

5:00 pm   Awards ceremony @ Free State Stage

6:00 pm   Venue closes

6:30 pm   Course closes

This will be three days to remember! Friday kicks off with a special, 

intimate gathering in honor of Steve Tilford. To raise money for the Steve 

Tilford Foundation, Monuments of Cycling, Sunflower Outdoor and Bike 

and the Steve Tilford Foundation have teamed up to offer a VIP event and 

auction at Sunflower next to the BWR Expo.

And right after this shindig, we are hosting the Partij van Halloween 
Concert, with musica guest Michael Franti who will be performing on the 

Free State Brewing stage from 8:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. The concert is 

open to all registrants of the BWR.

The city of Lawrence is welcoming us all with open arms. In fact, the 

main drag through the city, Massachusetts Street, will be shut down to 

traffic for the race and Expo, allowing riders to take over this central part 

of the city, and bask in the hospitality and good will of all the local busi-

nesses who are delighted with our presence. 

With so many people attending and riders coming from all over to take 

on the Waffle, the Expo venue is literally smack dab in the middle fo town 

at Massachusetts Street & 8th Street… with Free State Brewing offering 

their wide range of libations including Belgian ales. The Expo will be over 

the course of the weekend with clinics, rider briefings and special pre-

sentations. Specialized will also have a brand new experience center at 
Sunflower adjacent to the Expo.

THE BWR 
EXPO
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The BWR route takes riders on a ronde of the rolling hills 
north of Lawrence, where it will clatter through agrarian ham-
lets and the Ardennes-like hills—not over classic mountains 
per se, but rather a never-ending string of ups and downs—
along sinuous, narrow gravel roads, single-track through the 
woods or along the lakefront, muddy trails and a spectacular 
6.5-mile cyclocross course carved through the grass, woods 
and valleys of Snake Farm—The Slengenwinkel Doolhof—a 
magical place of forested backcountry that’s just a few miles 
from downtown Lawrence. The 2021 course is new, as this is 
the first edition of BWR KS, but features plenty of rolling hills, 
virtually no straightaways, and lots of opportunities for pain 
and suffering. Oh yeah, there will be almost no paved road and 
due to the nature of the course, no place to hide from the wind 
in a group. You will be on your own.

There are a few things that make the BWR stand out, and 
on top of the list, right after the obscenity of the race course, 
is SUPPORT. This ride is supported with Police escorts, follow 
vehicles and the Waffle has six Feed Zones perfectly placed 
throughout its 111.11-mile (or 111-km wafer) parcourse.

More importantly, the BWR features an armada of media 
vans, Wrench House on-course support, BWR support vehi-
cles, on-trail support with roving mechanics that cover every 
inch of the BWR course, which confronts ill-prepared rid-
ers with a rude awakening soon after leaving the Lawrence 
downtown scene. The number of flats and mechanicals that 
the team addresses for the BWR is incomparable to any oth-
er event like it or unlike it. Special thanks to Paul Dunlap of 
Wrench House for his unflinching support of the event and the 
team he has amassed to serve our unique event.

COURSE 
DESCRIPTIONS/
SECTORS
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This is what the course will be like. The first 3-miles or 

so are neutral as the course leaves Lawrence to the north 

and up the first gravel sector and Q/KOM of the day. Es-

sentially, at mile-2.8, the race is on. Riders will sprint up 

to this first section to stay up front and safe and then race 

north through the farmland to Wild Paard, the first Q/KOM 

of the day before the race has even completed 6-miles. 

Now, we know what you are thinking… only 2.8 miles of 

neutral, dang. Don’t worry, there will be course monitors 

along for this initial part, which is controlled by the Police. 

This first sector of import will immediately separate the 

winnaars from the spinnaars and the rest of the day will 

be spent in a never ending series of ups and downs, which 

THE COURSE 
UNVEILS ITSELF 
TO ITS VICTIMS, 
VILLAINS & 
VICTORS LIKE 
THIS

37

over time will soften and eventually compromise the legs 

in the most sinister of ways. This course was designed to 

minimize the number of stops and lights for the benefit of 

our police escorts and volunteers. Once in the dirt or just 

before it, the real pedaling begins…

Here are the notable sectors for the Waffle (Wafer rid-

ers read below)
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GROENE VLAG
This is the Green Flag neutral sector, which will last 

way too short because before riders have even had the 

chance to warm the legs up all hell will break loose on 

the ramp up to the first Q/KOM sector of the day.

39
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WILD PAARD
Q/KOM #1

https://www.strava.com/segments/30126163

Commencing less than 6-miles into this survival con-

test some call a “gravel race,” there is a decisive left turn 

onto the narrow build up to the Wild Paard (Wild Horse) 

climbing sector. Though this sector is 3-km in length, as 

with most climbs in Belgium, the true ascending part of 

this is really just abut 1-km in length up to 1st Street, but 

the false flat after will give riders another 1-km to ham-

mer and get the best time for this first category compe-

tition sector.

With an average pitch of about 9% and places of 14%, 

the steepness and loose gravel will force riders to stay 

seated, else lose traction and flail.

https://www.strava.com/segments/30126163 
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PUNCHEUR 
THE CLOWN

https://www.strava.com/segments/30151193

This sector comes just before the first Feed Zone and 

is sure to make anyone punch drunk… at least there will 

be all sorts of Hammer Nutrition waiting after the turn 

that marks the end of this ugly undulating sector. Don’t 

think for a second about not stopping here. STOP! Then 

pound all the liquids you forget to drink while trying to 

hang on to the group, then refill your water bottles, take 

in a Hammer Gel or a bar for sustenance.

https://www.strava.com/segments/30151193 
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TWISTENBOK
https://www.strava.com/segments/30151261

A fast, fun, sinuous, tricky descent and climb out of 

Buck Valley with a steep pitch to negotiate and a stair-

stepy false flat to complete this intermediate sector.

https://www.strava.com/segments/30151261 
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G E S L O T E N 

B R U G
https://www.strava.com/segments/30159767

A 2-km gravel sector that features a forced dismount 

to get across the closed bridge that spans the Slough 

Creek. Be prepared to run… either because of Sas-

quatch or a need to catch back to the cyclocross rac-

ers who were much quicker at navigating this barrier 

blocked sector.
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https://www.strava.com/segments/30159767 
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A U D U B O N 
KAKABOULET
Q/KOD #1

https://www.strava.com/segments/30151645

As I type this, the Audubon Kakaboulet sector is a 2.5-mile 

tick infested forest trail that is completely impassable unless 

you have a machete and a lot of time on your hands. But not 

to fear, as with all BWRs, we find places to ride that everyone 

else says are impossible or shouldn’t be included or totally 

crazy to even consider. These are our favorite sectors.

The Audubon Kakaboulet is going to be cleared and made 

ready for all riders in the final week of the events lead up, 

thanks to our friends at Sunflower. This dedicated core group 

of Lawrence cycling denizens will be meticulously carving 

the forest up, removing each and every tick and creating a 

truly spectacular detour through the Audubon Society Bird 

Sanctuary along the eastern cove of Lake Perry, bypassing 

the usually ridden Ferguson Road. This will be the sector ev-

eryone talks about until they hit the Slengenwinkel Doolhof.

Don’t let this one tick you off. Things will get much harder.
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https://www.strava.com/segments/30151645
https://www.strava.com/routes/2883094980875335062 
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F E R G I E 
S P R I N T E N
Q/KOS #1

https://www.strava.com/segments/30126081

Just after riders have exited the forest of the Audu-

bon Kakaboulet sector and checked themselves for 

mooching ticks and other parasites like the Freddie 

Freeloaders who never take a pull, there is a chance to 

break free with a 1-km sprint just after the bridge and 

up the hill along Ferguson Road. Hit it here for a chance 

to win the Q/KOS competition and rid yourself of those 

pesky leeches looking to overly tax your largess.
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https://www.strava.com/segments/30126081 
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GEDOOGBELEID
https://www.strava.com/activities/6073564114

This is the Perry Dam Crossing. It’s the flattest piece 

of course riders will enjoy all day, but it will be very windy 

and if there is enough rain, riders may have to swim this 

3-km section. In that case, we wager the winnaar will 

come from the triathlon world. 

To those in the know, the Gedoogbeleid has always 

been a beacon of Dutch tolerance and progressiveness. 

It stands for tolerance and in this instance the Flemish 

take on the word will be more akin to the tolerance a rid-

er can have for a fierce wind this far into a survival con-

test. Hardpeople rejoice!
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https://www.strava.com/activities/6073564114 
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STAATSPARK 
S P R I N T E N
Q/KOS #2

https://www.strava.com/segments/30126311

For the sprinters, this is a short, steep 1-km sprint to 

occupy those going for the Q/KOS competition points 

(times). This one is a two bump chump that runs along 

35th in the State Park.
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https://www.strava.com/segments/30126311 
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HEEL MOEILIJK EN 
NIET-MEEWERKENDE 
STIEFZUSTERS
https://www.strava.com/segments/30151552

This sector name, when literally translated, means 

‘very difficult and uncooperative step-sisters.’ It ap-

pears the locals have called this stretch the domain of 

the evil step-sisters. Even though it will be Halloween, 

we don’t think you will find any pumpkins to ride back to 

the finish in or glass slippers to help get you home. And 

there will be no Prince Charming here either, unless Paul 

Dunlap from the Wrench House swoops in to save you 

from a mechanical or your own desire to just quit..

It’s not even 3-km long, but its twisty, tricky and tech-

nically tainted.
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https://www.strava.com/segments/30151552 
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B O K E N B E R G
Q/KOM #2

https://www.strava.com/segments/30126439

If there happens to be a lead group here all togeth-

er, this is the first place the hay maker death blows will 

start being thrown. At 75-miles in, it’s late enough to start 

wanting to get rid of the hangers-on and narrow the group 

down a bit. This Q/KOM sector offers a one-half mile op-

portunity to leave a mark and when it hits 15% in places 

there will surely be an opening to land a blow.

This one takes advantage of the terrain in the Buck 

Creek Wildlife Refuge.
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https://www.strava.com/segments/30126439 
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SPEKREEPJES 
OMGEKEERDE
Q/KOM #3

https://www.strava.com/segments/30126506

Locally known as the Bacon Strip, this sector, be-

cause it comes so late in the game, will be a true test of 

everyone’s remaining strength. Coming on the heels of 

the Bokenberg, it will offer another place to expose rid-

ers and land a blow. This one is on the longer side, too, at 

2-miles, making it much more challenging than any oth-

er climb, which is how it should be seeing is how its the 

final of the three Q/KOM sectors for those seeking the 

red Mountains jersey.
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https://www.strava.com/segments/30126506 
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DEHOFFENBERG 
S P R I N T E N
Q/KOS #3

https://www.strava.com/segments/30126596

Here it is the final place for the sprinters to leave 

their watts out on the course. With pitches above 10%, 

some sprinters might just be carrying too much weight 

or fatigue to hit the 1100+ watts it will require to leave 

the rest behind. Careful, don’t come in too hot on the left 

turn toward the end or you may end up in the forest with 

Sasquatch.
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https://www.strava.com/segments/30126596 
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SLENGENWINKEL 
DOOLHOF
Q/KOD #3
https://www.strava.com/segments/30155906

Each BWR venue has it’s hallmark feature. In CA’s San Diego ver-

sion some say it’s the 11-mile Zwartenberg climb, but most agree 

its the Muur van Dubbelberg, which comes near the end and hits 

23% close to the top. While there are a couple featured special-

ties on the BWR KS route menu, the Slengenwinkel Doolhof (which 

is the Snake Farm Ranch owned by and graciously offered for our 

riding pleasure by Matt Gilhousen) is the definitive sector of the 

111.11-mile course. Its 6.5-mile cyclocross inspired insanity crams 

every type of riding into one incredible venue—BMX, Cyclocross, 

MTB, Gravel and Road. After more than 88-miles of racing, once 

riders get here it will be hard to fault anyone who simply gets off 

their bike and asks where the Sag Wagon is. If two riders enter this 

Thunderdome together, surely only one will exit alive or in contact. 

The technically demanding nature of this feature is nicely matched 

with the fatigue factor that any good cyclocross course will prof-

fer. Can you say barricades? 

Any rider who makes it out of the Slengenwinkel Doolhof un-

bitten by snakes, ticks, alligators, bald eagles, chupacabras or the 

Sasquatch who lives in the forest here will delight in the remaining 

15-miles of the course, because anything, and we mean, anything, 

will be easier than surviving the perils of Slengenwinkel Doolhof.
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https://www.strava.com/segments/30155906 
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RIVIEROEVER
LEKKER
https://www.strava.com/segments/30151723

If this course didn’t feature the Slengenwinkel Dool-

hof, the Rivieroever Lekker would be the sector every-

one talks about for the singe-track pure pleasure that it 

offers everyone over its 6-miles of chicanes. This sec-

tor, which is part of the Lawrence Riverfront Park Trail 

system of recreational bike paths on the top of the le-

vees along the river provides a series of trails on the riv-

er floodplain with more challenging single-track riding 

through the wooded lowlands. This single-track sector 

is mostly packed dirt with some sandy spots and can be 

incredibly exhilarating to ride, even after 103-miles of 

insanity on two-wheels
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https://www.strava.com/segments/30151723
https://www.strava.com/routes/2883098412484407214 
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DE FINALE
road

Over the bridge and past Free State Brewing is the 

home stretch into downtown Lawrence where waf-

fles and ales, heads and tails, wait in anxious antici-

pation of your arrival and the Belgian Binder that will 

ensue thereafter.
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WA F E R 
COURSE
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GROENE
VLAG

This is the Green Flag neutral sector, which will last 

way too short because before riders have even had the 

chance to warm the legs up all hell will break loose on 

the ramp up to the first Q/KOM sector of the day.
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WILD PAARD
https://www.strava.com/segments/30126163

Commencing less than 6-miles into this survival con-

test some call a “gravel race,” there is a decisive left turn 

onto the narrow build up to the Wild Paard (Wild Horse) 

climbing sector. Though this sector is 3-km in length, as 

with most climbs in Belgium, the true ascending part of 

this is really just abut 1-km in length up to 1st Street, but 

the false flat after will give riders another 1-km to ham-

mer and drop other Wafeurs.

With an average pitch of about 9% and places of 14%, 

the steepness and loose gravel will force riders to stay 

seated, else lose traction and flail.
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https://www.strava.com/segments/30126163 
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ZWERM 
HEKSEN
https://www.strava.com/routes/2884243788513762096

A swarm of witches—perfect for Halloween. This one 

is a frenetic up and down and up and down sector. Too 

bad we couldn’t fit this one into the Waffle.
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https://www.strava.com/routes/2884243788513762096 
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MUUR VAN 
REPUBLIC
https://www.strava.com/routes/2884245910733794222

A definitive climb not included in the Waffle.
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https://www.strava.com/routes/2884245910733794222 
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TWISTENBOK
https://www.strava.com/segments/30151261

A fast, fun, sinuous, tricky descent and climb out of Buck 

Valley with a steep pitch to negotiate and a stair-steppy 

false flat to complete this intermediate sector.

https://www.strava.com/segments/30151261 
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BOK
KREEK
DUIK
https://www.strava.com/routes/2884249408549816238

This s a long 3.5-mile gravel descent that surely will 

be welcomed at this point in the race.

https://www.strava.com/routes/2884249408549816238 
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B O K E N B E R G 
https://www.strava.com/segments/30126439

If there happens to be a lead group here all together, 

this is the first place the hay maker death blows will start 

being thrown. It’s late enough to start wanting to get rid 

of the hangers-on and narrow the group down a bit.

This one takes advantage of the terrain in the Buck 

Creek Wildlife Refuge.

https://www.strava.com/segments/30126439 
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SPEKREEPJES 
OMGEKEERDE
https://www.strava.com/segments/30126506

Locally known as the Bacon Strip, this sector, be-

cause it comes so late in the game, will be a true test of 

everyone’s remaining strength. Coming on the heels of 

the Bokenberg, it will offer another place to expose rid-

ers and land a blow. This one is on the longer side, too, at 

2-miles, making it much more challenging than any oth-

er climb, which is how it should be.

https://www.strava.com/segments/30126506 
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DEHOFFENBERG 
SPRINTEN 
https://www.strava.com/segments/30126596

Here is another opportunity to drop people. With 

pitches above 10%, some sprinters might just be carry-

ing too much weight or fatigue to hit the 1100+ watts it 

will require to leave the rest behind. Careful, don’t come 

in too hot on the left turn toward the end or you may end 

up in the forest with Sasquatch.

https://www.strava.com/segments/30126596 
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SLENGENWINKEL
DOOLHOF 
https://www.strava.com/routes/2883107515376370070

Each BWR venue has it’s hallmark feature. In CA’s 

San Diego version some say it’s the 11-mile Zwarten-

berg climb, but most agree its the Muur van Dubbelberg, 

which comes near the end and hits 23% close to the top. 

While there are a couple featured specialties on the BWR 

KS route menu, the Slengenwinkel Doolhof (which is the 

Snake Farm Ranch owned by and graciously offered for 

our riding pleasure by Matt Gilhousen) is the definitive 

sector of the 111.11-mile course. Its 6.5-mile cyclocross 

inspired insanity crams every type of riding into one in-

credible venue—BMX, Cyclocross, MTB, Gravel and Road. 

After more than 88-miles of racing, once riders get here 

it will be hard to fault anyone who simply gets off their 

bike and asks where the Sag Wagon is. If two riders en-

ter this Thunderdome together, surely only one will exit 

alive or in contact. The technically demanding nature 

of this feature is nicely matched with the fatigue fac-

tor that any good cyclocross course will proffer. Can you 

say barricades? 

Any rider who makes it out of the Slengenwinkel Dool-

hof unbitten by snakes, ticks, alligators, bald eagles, ch-

upacabras or the Sasquatch who lives in the forest here 

will delight in the remaining 15-miles of the course, be-

cause anything, and we mean, anything, will be easier 

than surviving the perils of Slengenwinkel Doolhof.

https://www.strava.com/routes/2883107515376370070 
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RIVIEROEVER
LEKKER
https://www.strava.com/routes/2883098412484407214

If this course didn’t feature the Slengenwinkel Dool-

hof, the Rivieroever Lekker would be the sector every-

one talks about for the singe-track pure pleasure that it 

offers everyone over its 6-miles of chicanes. This sec-

tor, which is part of the Lawrence Riverfront Park Trail 

system of recreational bike paths on the top of the le-

vees along the river provides a series of trails on the riv-

er floodplain with more challenging single-track riding 

through the wooded lowlands. This single-track sector 

is mostly packed dirt with some sandy spots and can be 

incredibly exhilarating to ride, even after 103-miles of 

insanity on two-wheels

https://www.strava.com/routes/2883098412484407214 
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DE FINALE
road

Over the bridge and past Free State Brewing is the home 

stretch into downtown Lawrence where waffles and ales, 

heads and tails, wait in anxious anticipation of your arrival 

and the Belgian Binder that will ensue thereafter.
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There are five Feed Zones on the Waffle 
course (three for Wafer and one for Wanna) 
to help get riders the proper Hydration and 
food requirements from Hammer Nutrition 
to finish the event, all of them manned by 
volunteers giving their time to make riders’ 
experiences the best ever. We will also have 
Hyland’s Anti-Cramping Tablets at Feed 
Zones to help riders make it to the finish. 

Hammer Nutrition Products:
• Heed 

• Endurolytes Fizz 

• Hammer Gel 

• Hammer Bars

Other food and beverages:
• Water

• Coke

• Bananas

• Peanut Butter Pretzels 

• Fig Bars

• Peanut Butter & Jelly Sandwiches

https://www.hammernutrition.com
https://shop.hylands.com/collections/pain
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THIS IS HOW YOU 
WILL SPEND MOST 

OF YOUR DAY ON 
HALLOWEEN 2021. 
THE REST WILL BE 

SPENT CONSUMING 
BELGIAN WAFFLES, 

FRITES AND FREE 
STATE BEER. 

KAKABOULET!
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FUN
FACTS

NUMBER OF HALLUCINATIONS
312
ANTICIPATED FAKE INJURIES

7 7
POWER EXERTED
MILLION WATTS
2.98

ESTIMATED FLATS

(OF NON-IRC TIRES)
2 5 6

8,749 CALORIES PER RIDER
7 Double Cheeseburgers, 4 Cheeseburgers, two chocolate shakes, three orders of 

Belgian Fries and three Lost abbey Belgian Ales or 1.2 million large Belgian Waffles

BEERS

CONSUMPTION

GALLONS OF WATER

6,233

B E L G I A N
W A F F L E S

2,893

 (OVER THE WEEKEND)

28,764
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WHAT DO I GET 
WHEN I REGISTER?
First off, you should get a nice email from us politely asking if you bumped 

your head and maybe made a mistake. Once that is cleared up, you will be 

given a series of emails detailing the course sectors and important offers 

from BWR partners, one by one. Many people don’t read these and then 

complain later on that they didn’t know important details like start time or 

venue address. Each one offers you a reminder to switch to the Wafer or 

Wanna or simply opt out this year and defer your entry to next year’s event.

In terms of accouterments, every rider will receive:
• A BWR swag bag that contains many important items 

• Race Number and RFID Tag (for official finishing time)

• BWR Top Tube Course Sector stickers for Waffle and Wafer

• BWR TEE Shirt when you finish  

(Available at the BWR Information Booth)

• Pre-Race Waffles and coffee 

• Beer Ticket from Free State Brewing

• BWR Credit Card to use with any of the adjacent businesses ($20)

• Free State Belgian Style Quadrupel - Finisher’s Trophy
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TIMING & SCORING: 
VERY IMPORTANT!
Our timing and scoring partner is OmniGo! omnigoevents.com

Riders will be assigned a color-coded race number for their bike. The 

color and number of the race number is related to the wave start they’ve 

been assigned to. Anyone starting in a different wave than they are as-
signed to will be disqualified. 

OmniGo! will also have RFID mats out at numerous locations on the course, 

making it impossible for riders to cut the course and claim to have done 

the entire route. This technology will also be used to track lead riders for 

the announcers on the live broadcast feed and finish line announcements 

during the Expo. 

OmniGo! will also have the Category segments posted in real time for fans 

at home and at the Expo to see how riders are faring along these sub-races.

Q/KOM: 

KOM#1: Wild Paard   
https://www.strava.com/segments/30126163

KOM#2: Bokenberg 
https://www.strava.com/segments/30126439

KOM #3 : Spekreepjes Omgekeerde   
https://www.strava.com/segments/30126506

Q/KOD: 

KOD #1 : Audobon Kakaboulet  
https://www.strava.com/routes/2883094980875335062

KOD #2: Slengenwinkel Doolhof   
https://www.strava.com/routes/2883107515376370070

KOD #3: Rivieroever Lekker  
https://www.strava.com/routes/2883098412484407214

Q/KOS: 

SPRINT #1: Fergie Sprinten   
https://www.strava.com/segments/30126081

SPRINT #2: Staatspark Sprinten  
https://www.strava.com/segments/30126311

SPRINT #3: Dehoffenberg Sprinten  
https://www.strava.com/segments/30126596

http://omnigoevents.com
https://www.strava.com/segments/29370212
https://www.strava.com/segments/29370212
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HOW DO THE 
CATEGORY
RESULTS 
WORK?

Borrowing from the Grand Tour dynamics that their multiple cate-

gories provide within the overall race, the BWR has several categories 

that riders can vie for: Sprinter (green jersey), Queen/King of the Moun-

tain (red/white waffle dot jersey), Queen/King of the Dirt (orange jersey), 

Hardman/Hardwoman (most aggressive or strongest contributor/blue 

jersey), Bryton Bright Star (top young rider, under 23), GC (overall General 

Classification winner/yellow jersey), the kUDOs Award (the most giving 

and spirited rider in honor of our fallen friend, Udo Heinz/white jersey), 

and the Hyland’s Happy Helpeur.

There are three timed QOM/KOM Strava segments combined for each 

of these categories: Sprint, Mountain, Dirt.

Riders with the lowest combined times (per Strava) for these segments 

will be determined the winners. In the event of a tie on time, the rider who 

finished first of those tied will take the honor.

The GC/Yellow Jersey goes to the female and male winners of the BWR. 

There is a total prize purse of $10,000 for the top five for both genders.

The Hardman/Hardwoman, kUDOs and Hyland’s Happy Helpeur dis-

tinctions are determined by your fellow riders, who will vote or provide 

anecdotal evidence after the ride. If you witness someone being naughty 

or nice, please tell the BWR officials.
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Hardman/Hardwoman
Presented by Kask

GC
Presented by Specialized

Queen/King of the Dirt
Presented by IRC Tire

CATEGORY JERSEYS

Sprinter
Presented by Hammer Nutrition

KUDOS
Presented by fi’zi:k

QOM/KOM
Presented by Spinergy
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Waffle Category Winners will receive:
Custom Eliel Category Winner’s Jersey 

100% BWR Winner’s Sunglasses 

BWR Belgian Ale Chalice

Overall Team Winners (male, female, co-ed) will receive:
 BWR Sunglasses from 100% 

BWR Belgian Ale Chalice

CATEGORY AWARDS

WAFFLE FINISHERS 
WILL RECEIVE

Free State Grand Cru BWR BADASS Ale (trophy)

Bragging rights

WAFER FINISHERS 
WILL RECEIVE

Free State Grand Cru BWR BADASS Ale (trophy)

Bragging rights

WANNA FINISHERS 
WILL RECEIVE

Free State Grand Cru BWR BADASS Ale (trophy)

Opportunity to level up to the Wafer in 2022
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$4500 PRIZE PURSE:
TOP THREE OVERALL (GC) FEMALE AND 
MALE FINISHERS WILL RECEIVE MONEY:

Women:
1st: $1000

2nd: $750

3rd: $500

Men:
1st: $1000

2nd: $750

3rd: $500
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PHOTO 
OPPORTUNITIES
There will be several places on the course where riders will need to tight-

en their butts and suck in their guts for the camera. These strategical-

ly placed purviews along the course will allow the BWR and FinisherPIx 

Shutterbugs to capture riders in their full glory, whether it’s face planting 

in a water crossing, popping a wheelie at the top of Bokenberg or smiling 

brightly along the Slengenwinkel Doolhof.

It is our endeavor this year to capture as many smiling faces and then 

share them with all riders via photo galleries that we and FinisherPix will 

post online almost immediately after the event. 
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THE BWR
EVENT
RULES 
(and here are the rules):

1. All Entrants must line up in the “official” start line area – Entrants may 

not start in front of this area;

2. All Entrants must properly enter the Start lineup, and may not cut in 

line, climb over barricades, or in any other way improperly enter the 

Start area;

3. All Entrants must properly wear a CPSC-approved helmet;

4. All Entrants must not cross a solid yellow line, whether double, or 

single on their side of the road (a no-passing zone);

5. All Entrants must show and practice good sportsmanship – un-

sportsmanlike conduct of any kind is prohibited;

6. All Entrants must obey Police, Bike Patrol or other Event Officials;

7. No Entrant may ride with, or receive support from, unregistered 

cyclists (bandits);

8. No Entrant may draft, hold onto, or catch a ride in any motorized 

vehicle;

9. No entrant may utilize a motorized or power-assisted bicycle nor may 

a bicycle have such devices attached. All bicycles must be powered 

solely by human force; unless entered into the e-bike category.

10. All Entrants must cycle the full official route, as described on the 

official route map. Entrants may not short cut the official route, and 

are responsible for knowing and following the official route;

11. All Entrants must stay behind, and not pass, the lead vehicle;

12. All Entrants must wear their rider numbers, which must be easily 

visible;
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13. Headsets covering or blocking both ears are prohibited, i.e., I-pod-

type stereos or other devices;

14. Aero-type and other similar auxiliary handlebars are prohibited. This 

includes “tri-bikes” with otherwise unremovable aero bars. Please 

remove them prior to the ride [no tribikes].

15. All Entrants must depart the start line of the Event before the last 

official vehicle (trail vehicle) has left the start line;

16. All Entrants must show courteous behavior to Volunteers, Event 

Officials, and Police, and obey their instructions while refraining 

from passing lead vehicles anywhere along the route, especially the 

Neutral Zone at the beginning;

17. All Entrants must obey traffic control officers & personnel, and traffic 

control devices & signs, unless otherwise directed by an Official;

18. All Entrants must read and know California State bicycle laws, and 

must yield to emergency vehicles at all times, even if the road is 

closed;

19. All Entrants must give the right of way to other road users, including 

bicycles and motor vehicles, when legally required to;

20. All Entrants must stay to the right of cones set up at intersections 

unless directed otherwise by Police or Event Official(s);

21. All Entrants must bicycle single file, when possible unless the road is 

closed to motor vehicle traffic (any road closures will be announced 

on Event day), or a police escort is provided;

22. Support crews/non-Official vehicles may meet and provide support 

to their Entrant(s) but may, not follow Entrants on the Route;

23. Any Entrant riding after sunset (7:45 pm) must have legal lighting: A 

white headlight visible at least 500 feet ahead and a red rear reflector, 

preferably 2″ or more in diameter;

24. All Entrants who drop out of the event must notify an Event Official, 

by informing an Aid Station Director or calling the Event Hotline phone 

number. Be sure to give your rider number;

25. Entrants not finishing the course by 8:20 pm will not be official 

finishers but can continue on the route as long as they have the legal 

lighting on their bikes to be riding after sundown;

26. All Entrants must follow these steps at the Finish line: 1) Slow down 

after you pass the finish line under the banner, 2) Allow the finish 

chute crew to check your official rider number, 3) exit the finish chute.

27. Rule Enforcement & Procedures: 1) Police, Event Officials, and Bike 

Patrol will identify any Entrant who violates traffic laws or Event 

rules for possible disqualification. 2) Those so identified will be 

reported to the Rules/Results Committee, who will investigate and 

deal with each violation on a case-by-case basis, imposing penalties, 

including disqualification, as indicated. 3) Any Entrant may report 

rules violations and present supporting evidence at the Registration 

booth/tent at the Finish Line. All such reports must be in writing and 

must be turned in within 15 minutes of the posting of the event results 

or by 7:00 pm the day of the Event, whichever is later.

28. Belgian Waffle Ride is finished at 7:45 pm local time and all course 

support will be closed. Any Entrants still on the Route will be asked 

to stop and will be afforded transportation to the Finish line by Event 

Officials and/or event volunteers.
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29. Entrants are solely responsible for all their items of personal 

belongings. The event is NOT responsible for any items of personal 

belongings whatsoever, whether lost, stolen, placed at a Feed Zone or 

information station, placed with an Official or volunteer, or misplaced. 

Do not leave your belongings with any volunteers, staff or officials. DO 

NOT LEAVE YOUR BELONGINGS UNATTENDED.

30. The Belgian Waffle Ride will not be canceled or postponed. It will go 

on through rain, sleet, snow or heat wave – Be Prepared!
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FAQ
HOW CAN I VOLUNTEER FOR SUCH A FUN EVENT, SINCE I CANT RIDE?

How many volunteers does a race with this many people in it require? 

The answer is way more than you can imagine and thus we are humbly 

seeking your contribution to this most unique event… please contact 

Jim@monumentsofcycling.com to become a valuable member of the 

team and get free swag, food, beer and the feeling of warmth only being 

in service to others can provide. It really is a fun and unusual day out.

WHERE CAN I FIND EVENT UPDATES?

Information will be emailed out to our email list. Additionally, all informa-

tion can be found and accessed on our website at BelgianWaffleRide.bike

Facebook: facebook.com/Belgianwaffleride  

Instagram: instagram.com/belgianwaffleride

CAN I DO THE EVENT ON MY MOUNTAIN BIKE?

The event is possible on a variety of bicycles including mountain, road 

(San Diego only), E-Bike (Wafer), tandem and ElliptiGO—but choose your 

weapon wisely. No TT bikes, though. 

HOW DO I KNOW IF THE WAFFLE IS TOO MUCH FOR ME TO SWALLOW?

We’re gonna tell you right now, it’s probably too much for you to take on, 

honestly. Sorry. Sure, it’s only something be 111.11-miles, but almost all of 

those will be in dirt, rocks, sand, water or gravel. Only 60% of starters typ-

ically finish a BWR because they either don’t have anyone to ride behind, 

flat too many times or in most cases, just didn’t train enough.

We recommend getting out and doing some ten-hour rides with as 

much grinding and dirt as possible, so you can really see if your body is up 

to such a challenge. Then add in lots of riding over rocks, through water, 

popping a wheelie and fixing flat tires. 

mailto:Jim@monumentsofcycling.com
https://BelgianWaffleRide.bike
http://facebook.com/Belgianwaffleride
http://instagram.com/belgianwaffleride
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IS THE WAFER REALLY ONLY HALF AS FILLING?

At 111-kms, the Wafer is much harder than doing half of the Waffle. Its 

dirt-to-road ratio is even higher than the Waffle, and the course is con-

siderably longer than half the Waffle. In short, the Wafer is a tough day on 

the bike… for anyone.

WHAT IF I CHANGE MY MIND ON HOW MUCH I CAN STOMACH?

Have no fear, we can always move you from the heroic Waffle start line 

to the Wafer until the day before the event, and we won’t even post about 

it, make fun of you, or otherwise make you feel small for biting off more 

than you can chew. So many people do it—hopefully not you though—that 

there will be a line of Waffle to Wafer contenders at the Expo (heads hang-

ing in shame). Just kidding about that last bit.

WEAPONRY:
WHAT KIND OF BIKE SHOULD I RIDE?

The kind of bike you ride will depend on the type of rider you are and 

how comfortable you are in the dirt and during long races. The unique-

ness of the BWR is that it really causes great consternation as to what 

weapon to bring to the fight. Not enough bike/rubber and the 90-miles 

of road will zap you. Too little, and the rocks, sand, gravel and water will 

make you suffer or flat.

Keep in mind, the BWR was conceived in part as an answer to the Fred-

die Freeloaders who can be found sitting in on group rides until a sprint 

happens… they’re just not respectable. Those Freddies won’t be found at 

the BWR, but yes, you are right, that has nothing to do with the bike you 

should ride.

On race day, you will notice there are road bikes with 32mm tires and 

skinny, very fast-looking humanoids atop them; there’ll be plenty of Spe-

cialized Crux vehicles  - the lightest gravel bike in the world - that will de-

vour the course from the front. 

But finding the perfect Gravel bike is all about working out what your 

requirements are—where you ride and how you ride determines what 

bike will perform best. That’s why Specialized has come up with an entire 

spectrum of gravel bike options, which covers everything from efficient 

all-road bikes to capable mountain bike hardtails. 

The bike you should ride is the one you are most 

comfortable on for extreme gravel and/or cyclo-

cross. After all, the BWR is a groad race; a spring 

classic that’s long with devilish sectors to make 

you question your weapon, again and again.



Turbo Creo  
The new Turbo Creo SL doesn’t stop being the new benchmark in 

e-road performance just because the pavement ends. The Turbo 

Creo SL EVO, and its gravel-ready builds, will take you off the beaten 

track farther and faster than you ever imagined possible. Flatten any 

mountain—dirt, gravel, or tarmac.      

https://www.specialized.com/us/en/turbo-creo-evo

Crux  

The Crux is the lightest gravel bike in the world, with the exceptional ca-

pability of massive tire clearance and performance gravel geometry. 

But we didn’t just want to make the ultimate expression of gravel perfor-

mance, we wanted to make you one with everything.    

https://www.specialized.com/us/en/stories/crux

Diverge  
With speed, control, and confidence on any terrain, Diverge is the most 

capable gravel bike ever made. Switching from Hell of the Mid-West grav-

el at Mach 5 to rutted single track with ease, nothing helps you escape 

faster than Diverge.        

https://www.specialized.com/us/en/diverge

WHICH 
GRAVEL 
BIKE IS 
RIGHT 
FOR 
YOU? 

https://www.specialized.com/us/en/turbo-creo-evo
https://www.specialized.com/us/en/stories/crux
https://www.specialized.com/us/en/diverge
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WHICH IRC TIRES SHOULD I ROLL?

Just like your bike decision, the IRC tire choice is critical… even more 

so. In fact, tire choice and air pressure are the two most critical deci-

sions you will have for race day. If your bike is the sword, your tires are 

the shield. Too little shield, you flat or fall over or get stabbed. Too much 

shield and your sword becomes more unwieldy.

Fortunately, the BWR has IRC as its official tire partner. IRC has an in-

credible array of tires to choose from for your weapon. They can prove to 

be the best protection you can afford yourself come judgment day.

The last BWR CA was ridden on everything from 25mm to 57mm tires. 

For the BWR KS, most pro riders will end up rolling 40mm, whereas the 

general population will roll 42mm or wider tires, though we suspect there 

will be throngs riding 48mm and wider. The Wafer has a higher dirt-to-road 

ratio and folks tend to roll wider tires on the whole for this shorter event.

You can choose between a host of tires depending on how comfortable 

you are in the dirt (as in you race ‘cross as a cat 1) or your bike’s ability to 

accommodate either wider or taller tires. Your tire choice may be affect-

ed by what your bike can roll with. Lots of road bikes can’t handle even 

28mm tires and certainly not the incredible Boken 40mm tire that has be-

come so popular for gravel racers these days.

IRC’s Formula Pro Tubeless Series features the optimal tire for those 

looking to ride in the front of the peloton.

IRC has every possible option for you from the lightest, most durable 

23mm tubeless tires to 2.25” indestructible MTB tires.

Pick your protection here!

https://ircbike.com/pages/bwr
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WHAT ABOUT FIZIK GRAVEL PRODUCTS   

TO HELP ME SURVIVE IN COMFORT?

The BWR offers an invitation to escape. Combining elements of explora-

tion and endurance, it bridges the gap between adventure riding and high- 

speed racing. It is the most unique cycling event in the country.

And while the continuing growth of the BWR has led to the rise of other 

gravel events across the globe, it doesn’t take a serious athlete to appreci-

ate the simple joy of spinning down quiet, car-free roads, or to understand 

the importance of having the right equipment on the BWR’s off-road sec-

tors—that which combines comfort and performance for those who prefer 

to spend their time off the beaten track.

CLICK HERE FOR THE ENTURE GRAVEL PRODUCT RANGE!

https://www.fizik.com/us_en/shop/shop-by-discipline/off-road/gravel.html
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IS THERE ON-COURSE SUPPORT?

One of the great features of the Belgian Waffle Ride is the sheer amount 

of support the race receives from BWR Staff, Event Partners who own 

all the Feed Zones, volunteers, teams, colleges, fraternities, sororities, 

schools and bike-minded people who want to give back to the community. 

You will find these lively Tifosi all over the course on race day. There are 

five Feed Zones on the Waffle course  (three for Wafer and 1 for Wanna) to 

help get riders the proper Hydration and food requirements from Hammer 

Nutrition to finish the event, all of them manned by volunteers giving their 

time to make your experience the best ever. We will also have Hyland’s An-

ti-Cramping Tablets at Feed Zones to help riders make it to the finish.

There will be six on-course support vans out on the course, roving 

throughout all the waves. There will also be Wrench House roving mechan-

ics on e-bikes throughout the myriad off-road sectors. These mechanics 

will have most everything with them to help stranded cyclists who choose 

the wrong weapon or shield or simply experience some bad luck.

.

THINGS TO AVOID?

As with any race day, don’t try something new. If you haven’t tested it 

out, don’t try it on race day. That goes for the tires as much as it does for 

the food you eat and the things you drink.

Additionally, don’t get in over your head at the beginning by going out 

too fast. It’s a long day, so pace yourself. You have all day to pass people 

who cut you off on the single tracks. Hold your rage in and when you final-

ly pass them later on, tell ‘em to hold your wheel as you slowly, yet firmly 

throttle the hell out of the next gravel section. In short, don’t get emo-

tional; stay smart. Often times, in the gravel, you will find the need to GO 

SLOW TO GO FAST, which essentially means staying upright at the places 

that require a little extra care to navigate. There’s a lot of those sections 

in the BWR. 

Mostly, go slow on the downhill dirt sectors. There will be signs, but 

please note you need to go down all dirt hills SLOWLY.

https://www.hammernutrition.com
https://www.hammernutrition.com
https://shop.hylands.com/products/hylands-leg-cramps?variant=1455010545679
https://shop.hylands.com/products/hylands-leg-cramps?variant=1455010545679
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LOGISTICS:

The BWR KS is literally being held in the center of Lawrence at Massa-

chusetts Street and 8th Street. The Expo will take place on and around 

these streets, right where Sunflower Outdoor and Bike is located. The fi-

nale of the race happens after a left turn off the final sector, Rivieroever 

Lekker, and onto the bridge over the Kansas River. Riders will fly over the 

bridge and race past Free State Brewing down the main drag to the finish. 

It’s a spectacular way to end the day.

HOW CAN I LEARN MORE ABOUT THE COURSE?

The first time the official course will be revealed in detail with explicit 

instructions and insights is at the VIP event at Sunflower on Friday, October 

29, 2021. Hopefully you already booked your own tickets to this event. The 

media and pros will all be at this event and there are some tickets still left 

to get access to this really fun event. We will have pro interviews and min-

gling. The course will be revealed in great detail for all those in attendance 

of this special event and on Facebook Live. VIP PARTY TICKETS HERE.

You can also learn more about possible sectors by following this ac-

count on Strava.

WHAT IF I DO NOT LIKE WAFFLES?

Blasphemy! Trick question as even though the Belgian Waffle Ride will 

make you cringe and suffer, everyone loves waffles!

HOW MANY WAFFLES SHOULD I EAT?

The average amount of calories burned over the course of the Belgian 

Waffle Ride equates to seven Double-Double burgers, four cheeseburg-

ers, two chocolate shakes and three orders of animal style fries or a total 

of 9,140 calories. In terms of waffles, you would need to consume more 

than 30 waffles in order to not have a calorie deficit on race day. We rec-

ommend about 3 before and, sure, bring one along for the ride. You will 

https://events.com/r/en_US/registration/belgian-waffle-ride---lawrence-ks-with-the-steve-tilford-foundation-lawrence-october-800504
https://www.strava.com/athletes/265878
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also note when you return—60% of the riders who start the BWR actu-

ally finish—that nothing goes better with a Free State Quadrupel Belgian 

Ale than a Belgian waffle (except for maybe bacon, but you can have that 

too)..

AM I ALLOWED PERSONAL SUPPORT ON THE COURSE?

NO, you are NOT. You will be forever banished in ignominy for cheating.

For safety and fairness, no one is allowed support during the ride from 

unofficial people and riders are not allowed to ride with other riders who 

are not registered participants. There will be official neutral support ve-

hicles on course and riders can receive water or food from these vehicles 

or of course from each Feed Zone.

We’ve had people jump in vans during the race and get driven up to the 

leaders before (yes, we know who they are). We’ve had people hold on to 

the back of a truck on certain climbs (yes, we know who they are). We’ve 

had imbecilic drivers take their vans on the dirt sections of the course 

and nearly take out riders during the race just so they could help their 

friends cheat (yes, we know who they are).

If you are seen getting any support from non-official vehicles, you will 

be DQed on the spot. We encourage the riders out on the course to also 

share with us any dubious activities they witness. Riders who break these 

rules will also suffer the ignominy of being exposed to the throngs of rev-

elers at the awards ceremony.
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LAST REMINDERS:

• The tires you are thinking of riding may not be wide enough, get some 

IRCs. Whether you go with knobby 38mm, 42mm or even wider tires, 

IRC will be at the BWR Expo for you.

• The winner of this year’s event will take around 5 hours and twenty 

minutes to complete the course. This means for most it’s an 7-, 9- or 

11-hour day on the bike. The official cut off time will be 6:30 pm, allow-

ing roughly 11-hours to officially finish.

• There are many gravel sections you need to go slow down. There will 

be signs of CAUTION, but just take each one of these sections slowly.

• There are six official Feed Zones, with tons of hydration and food 

products from Hammer Nutrition, as well as myriad other food like 

substances bananas, cookies and salty things, plus water and Cokes. 

No one should go hungry or thirsty. Remember this is as much an eat-

ing contest as it is a bike race. Fuel yourself accordingly. Waiting to 

the Oasis never works out well, but there will be bacon there.

• If it does rain, the course terrain could be altered a little, but don’t worry 

about it. Do worry about your bike’s ability to have mud accumulate in 

the fork or rear wheel well and still roll. Clearance will be critical. 

• Wrench House and many others will be providing neutral support on 

the road and gravel portions of the route. There will be multiple vehi-

cles, plus we will have additional support vehicles, filming and provid-

ing rolling assistance.

• Each wave will have Police officers escorting the riders. 

• All traffic laws must be obeyed unless directed by an officer or race 

official. Riders should ride as far to the right as safe to do. Crossing 

over the double yellow line is cause for immediate disqualification. 
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Most of the route is in gravel, so there are no center lines… all the 

more reason to stay as far right as possible.

• Be courteous to all your fellow riders. Point things out. Communicate. 

Be friendly. Share the work. Enjoy meeting new people and show 

them the best side of you, not the purple side.

• Parking is available throughout downtown Lawrence, including public 

parking lots near Sunflower Outdoor and Bike.

• Packet Pick-Up for registration is from 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 pm on Sat-

urday, October 30. YOU WILL NEED A PHOTO ID to redeem your pack-

et. Unfortunately, your friend can’t pick your things up for you, but 

they can share your beer. 

• Charge your devices, download Strava and use it for the race! With-

out this, it will be difficult to tell who completed the course. Because 

riders have cheated in the past (we know who you are), you will need 

to redeem your finisher’s items with proof via Strava. A phone battery 

may not suffice unless you bring a charger.

CUT-OFF TIMES:
If riders do not make it to the Snake Farm (Slengenwinkel Doolhof) at 

mile-88 by 4:30 p.m., they will be directed to follow the route back to the 

finish without entering this sector. 

If riders dont make it to the Riverfront Park by 5:30pm, they will be 

sent straight back to the finish!

WHAT IF I HAVE TO DROP OUT?
There will be a phone number for you to call on your race bib if you are 

stranded. This is the phone number: 619-408-1650

Bring your phone with you on the ride. There is also a SAG Wagon to 

pick up riders and transport them back to the finish. 

WHAT HAPPENS IF I FLAT?
We think the question is, “What happens when I flat?”

Be prepared to change your own tires, but we will have so many me-

chanics and on-course race support that you should be back rolling in no 

time. Make sure you are rolling the IRC tires for best results.

WHERE ARE THE FEED ZONES?
They are strategically located at six different locations on the course, 

usually every 20 miles or less. As the course wears on, the Feed Zones 

become more frequent. YOU WILL RECEIVE A TOP TUBE STICKER THAT 
SHOWS YOU WHICH MILE MARKERS THEY ARE AT!

Feed Zones will have Hammer hydration & gels, and water, plus all 

sorts of different food-like substances. Some stations will have Coke and 

salty substances, like bacon or pretzels. All stations will have enough wa-

ter and hydrating beverages for all. 

I’M NEW TO THIS GAME, IS THERE ANY 
ADVICE YOU CAN SHARE WITH ME?

Run, run away now. Either that or roll away now. Roll as often as you 

can, through dirt, rocks, gravel, even cacti, just to prepare yourself for 

the mayhem of the BWR. Make sure to eat and drink more often than you 

think you should and start consuming early. Be friendly to everyone, es-

pecially all the volunteers who are out there giving their time to help you 

have the best experience.
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HOW ABOUT SOME INSIDER TIPS?
Adam Mills from Source Endurance is a native of Lawrence and offer 

these tips for you to make the most of your BWR experience.

You registered for BWR KS and if you’re like many people, you’ve prob-

ably never been to Lawrence.  Your first thought is probably something 

like, “how could this college town (University of Kansas) possibly meet the 

needs of a food snob who demands a good cup of coffee in the morning?”  

Lucky for you, Kansas is my home and I’m personally very excited to toe 

the line at the BWR in a few days. 

Halloween!
Some of my favorite Halloween adventure memories are in Lawrence, 

KS. It’s a college town on Halloween so bring your costume and get ready 

for something as epic as you want to make it. 

Sunflower Bike Shop 
They are basically the hub of the weekend and the entire event and 

probably the best bike shop in a 500-mile radius (I’m definitely biased).  

Dan Hughes built it to be a cornerstone of the community. If you don’t 

know that name then you need to brush up on your Unbound Gravel his-

tory as he’s the winningest person to ever toe the line at Unbound Gravel 

in Emporia, Kansas. Dan showed me what gravel was about back in 2006-

ish. I had no idea what gravel riding would become. 

Sunflower has gone through a renaissance since I’ve moved to San Di-

ego so here’s the skinny… 

They are a full-service shop. If you need it, they probably have it.  If you 

want to send your bike there and have them build it, perfect!  Give them a 

shout and get on their service schedule.  Make sure your bike arrives no 

later than October 28.

They also have food, coffee and they’ll be serving my favorite beer in 

the world Free State Brewery, Octoberfest.  Also, the new Badass Ale just 

for the BWR. 

Restaurants: 
I’m keeping this very much centered on a 5-minute walk from Sunflow-

er Bike Shop and the start/ finish line (I told you Sunflower was your hub 

of the weekend). There are definitely other great eats in Lawrence, but 

that’s beyond the scope of this insider tips article. 

• Free State Brewery. Probably the best beer in Kansas. Their Oc-

toberfest beer is my favorite but they have quite the listing these 

days. The food is pretty good too. Check the specials. 

• 715 Restaurant. Tuscan Cuisine. One of the few places I make sure 

to dine when I’m in Kansas.  Good cocktails too. 

• Sylas and Maddy’s.  Ice cream made in house. There always seems 

to be a line and that’s a good thing. 

• La Parilla.  Mexican cuisine for people who are Mexican food snobs.  

• Burger Stand at the Casbah. I can only say that I’ve had a life 

changing burger in two places. Both of those are in Lawrence and 

only the Burger Stand is still open. If you like burgers, get here.

• Limestone Pizza. Pizzas 

• Zen Zero. Thai cuisine. 

Coffee: 
Don’t even bother with Starbucks. Downtown Lawrence has always 

had a bunch of coffee shops and no one except high school kids and soc-

cer moms taking their college kids out for a treat shop Starbucks.   

• Sunflower Bike Shop: They have a pretty amazing coffee scene.  

Also, remember when I said, “hub of the weekend?” Repetition Cof-

fee makes a custom blend for them. 859’ (elevation of the store). 

• La Prima Tazza: Across the street from Starbucks. Local. And if 

you’re staying at the Eldridge, it’s really close.

https://www.sunfloweroutdoorandbike.com/
https://www.instagram.com/dhughes101/?hl=en
https://www.freestatebrewing.com/
https://715mass.com/
http://www.sylasandmaddysicecream.com/
https://www.laparrillaks.com/
https://www.burgerstandrestaurants.com/
http://www.limestonepkb.com/
http://www.zen-zero.com/
https://www.sunfloweroutdoorandbike.com/
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Breakfast/ Brunch: 
• Ladybird Diner. Location: The Owner, Meg Heriford won HGTV’s 

“Grocery Games.” Go there and you’ll see why. Heriford is also 

known for helping those in need which makes me want to go there 

even more.

• The Roost. The last time I went here was the day after Unbound 

Gravel. I ordered the two biggest breakfasts and there were no 

leftovers.

• Miltons Café. Miltons has been around since I first went to college 

back when an upstart file sharing company called Napster was 

starting up. French Toast is my favorite. 

Lodging: 
• The Eldridge Hotel is basically on the start line. 

• Spring Hill Suites by Marriott is one block away.

• Towne Place Suites by Marriott is 2 blocks away. 

Super Duper Insider Tip: 
Click this link and check out the Best of Lawrence 2021

H E T
E I N D E

E N
H E T

B E G I N

https://ladybirddiner.com/
http://www.920mass.com/
https://www.miltonscafe.com/
https://eldridgehotel.com/
https://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/lwcks-springhill-suites-lawrence-downtown/?scid=bb1a189a-fec3-4d19-a255-54ba596febe2&y_source=1_MjgxODMzNC03MTUtbG9jYXRpb24uZ29vZ2xlX3dlYnNpdGVfb3ZlcnJpZGU=
https://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/foets-towneplace-suites-lawrence-downtown/?scid=bb1a189a-fec3-4d19-a255-54ba596febe2&y_source=1_MjgxODIyOS03MTUtbG9jYXRpb24uZ29vZ2xlX3dlYnNpdGVfb3ZlcnJpZGU=
http://www.lawrence.com/bestoflawrence/

